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Genocide can take place in slow motion, just like weapons of mass destruction.
When I learned that people were calling land mines "weapons of mass destruction, in slow motion," it
became obvious that we can practice social/cultural/human genocide in slow motion too.
Understanding racism and genocide is no simpler than this,
from Zianna Oliphant:
https://www.facebook.com/WorldNewsTonight/videos/10154209996919818/
Considering the people we have colonized, enslaved and oppressed in North America the last 500 years,
there have been times when the genocide was more rapid, urgent and hurried.
There have also been times when it has been slow. Like entropy.
First Nations in Canada, American Indians and African Americans are among the groups that white
supremacists have been trying to eradicate.
And by white supremacists, I'm not talking about the Klan and Skinheads. I'm talking about the Canadian
and American settler governments who have overt, covert, active and passive policies to eradicate those
they deem inferior.
For, if we white settlers actually felt these oppressed groups were equal to us, we would actually stop the
policies and practices that eliminate them from our world.
We would address homicides and summary executions by police, missing and murdered indigenous
women, the reserve/reservation townships, the prison industrial complex, and all other policies and
practices that have been clearly demonstrated to pursue our slow motion genocide agenda.
There aren't enough hashtags to encompass all who have been recently or historically slaughtered in this
slow motion genocide.
Here's just the latest, this week: #AlfredOlango, executed by police in the slow motion genocide charge of
"Having A Seizure While Black":
http://fusion.net/story/351795/alfred-olango-shooting-elcajon/?utm_source=facebook&utm_medium=social&utm_campaign=fusion&utm_content=link
But I have a solution for you, my fellow white people governed by white supremacist North American
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governments. Scroll back up and watch, again, the wise and stunning statement from Zianna Oliphant in
Charlotte who can so clearly see what kind of racist culture we are perpetuating. Honestly, if it is that
clear to a child, but not Mike Ditka [an ignorant racist], you need to decide if you side with the wise child,
or the racist former football coach.
"Part of white privilege has been the ability to not know that your privilege exists. If you benefit from
racism, do you really want to know that?" Do you? Then read this, and act accordingly:
https://twitter.com/PoliticsReSpun/status/780568967320666112
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